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Analyst & Investor Meet
Driving strong performance and
superior shareholder value

Jun 23, 2021
To date, Tanla has supported
planting of 5,000+ trees
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Agenda
Welcome

Ritu Mehta, Head of Investor Relations

Vision & Product Innovation

Uday Reddy, Chairman & Chief Executive
Officer

Customer Experience

Deepak Goyal, Executive Director & Chief Business
Officer

Financial Overview & ESG

Aravind Viswanathan, Chief Financial Officer

Executive Q&A

New ESG commitments: Target to plant
25,000 trees in next two years
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Safe Harbour and other information
The CPaaS business is evolving at a fast pace in India with very little information available in the public domain on the overall market. The financial community has always sought
a response on the total market size, key drivers of the industry and the competitive landscape in this space. In order to provide more transparency and to help understand our
business better, we are providing indicative data around the market size and our relative share (assuming the indicative data). This indicative data has been arrived at basis our
detailed internal analysis. This is being done with an intent to provide an indicative picture of the industry and address queries about the CPaaS space. This must not be seen as
a positioning statement of the company, and one should not rely on the company’s disclosure for their assessment of the market size.
This presentation contains statements that include information concerning our possible or assumed strategy, future operations, financing plans, operating model, financial
position, future revenues, projected costs, competitive position, industry environment, potential growth opportunities, potential market opportunities, plans and objectives of
management, as well as assumptions relating to the foregoing that involve substantial risks and uncertainties. All statements other than statements of historical fact could be
deemed forward-looking in nature. Such statements are inherently subject to risks and uncertainties, some of which cannot be predicted or quantified. In some cases, although
not all forward‐looking statements contain these identifying words, you can identify forward-looking statements by terminology such as “expect,” “anticipate,” “should,” “believe,”
“hope,” “target,” “project,” “plan,” “goals,” “estimate,” “potential,” “predict,” “may,” “will,” “might,” “could,” “intend,” “shall,” and variations of these terms or the negative of these
terms and similar expressions. The forward-looking statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors that may cause our actual results, performance
or achievements to be materially different from any future results, performance or achievements, expressed or implied by the forward-looking statements. It is advisable not to
place excessive reliance on any of the forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements should not be read as a guarantee of future performance or results and will not
necessarily be accurate indications of the times at, or by, which such performance or results will be achieved, if at all. Additionally, these forward-looking statements, involve risk,
uncertainties and assumptions based on information available to us as of 20/06/21, including those related to the continued impacts of COVID-19 on our business, future financial
performance and global economic conditions. Many of these assumptions relate to matters that are beyond our control and changing rapidly, including, but not limited to, the
timeframes for and severity of social distancing and other mitigation requirements, the timing of headwinds from COVID-19, the availability of vaccinations, the continued impact
of COVID-19 on new or existing customers, business decisions and the length of our sales cycles, renewal timing or billings terms, particularly for customers in certain industries
highly affected by COVID-19.
If the risks or uncertainties ever materialize or the assumptions prove incorrect, our results may differ materially from those expressed or implied by such forward-looking
statements. We assume no obligation and do not intend to update these forward-looking statements or to conform these statements to actual results or to changes in our
expectations, except as required by law.
This presentation contains statistical data, estimates and forecasts that are based on independent industry publications or other publicly available information wherever
possible, as well as other information based on our internal sources. This information involves many assumptions and limitations, and you are cautioned not to place excessive
weightage to these estimates. We have not independently verified the accuracy or completeness of the data contained in these industry publications and other publicly
available information, wherever referred. Certain statements that might or might not be forward-looking statements represent our management’s beliefs and assumptions only as
of the date of this presentation. Accordingly, we make no representations as to the accuracy or completeness of that data nor do we undertake to update such data after the
date of this presentation.
By receiving this presentation you acknowledge that you will be solely responsible for your own assessment of the market and our market position and that you will conduct your
own analysis and be solely responsible for forming your own view of the potential future performance of our business. Any logos or trademarks other than Tanla, Karix, Gamooga,
Trubloq & Wisely included herein are the property of the owners thereof and are used for reference purposes only.
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The world’s leading
brands trust Tanla

Uday Reddy
Chief Executive Officer

Adding value across the communication ecosystem

?

Dear Anand, your
order has been
confirmed by Little
Italy. Your delivery
time is approx. 30
mins. Track your
order here…….

Top Picks
For You

Anand is browsing a food delivery app to
order lunch. Gamooga AI driven data
platform recommends a choice of
restaurants based on his history and liking,
and triggers a communication workflow

Pay per use

Karix omni channel communication API is
integrated with the app to deliver order
notification in a preferred mode of
communication based on Anand’s availability
and two-way conversation for any support

Pay per use

To ensure Anand receives what he is
supposed to receive, Trubloq checks
for regulatory compliance by scrubbing
the message submitted by food
delivery app to curb spam and fraud

Anand is happy and is assured with ontime delivery of SMS confirming the
order through Tanla’s A2P SMSC which
is deployed in the core Telco network

Revenue share
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Massive opportunity
still ahead of us

146x

~$47B

Global CPaaS
TAM by 2023

Total addressable market

3.5x

~$1.1B

Total addressable market
Legend
Whitespace (TAM Global 2023) - TAM India 2023
TAM India 2023 - Existing revenues

India CPaaS
TAM by 2023

Existing
revenues

TAM India 2021 - Existing revenues

This indicative data on market size has been arrived at basis our internal analysis. This is our assessment and merely indicative in nature and
should not be relied upon.
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Revenue market
share

42%
CPaaS market leader in India

India market size
FY’21 ₹ 56 Billion

Revenue
FY’21 ₹ 23 Billion

This indicative data on market size has been arrived at basis our internal analysis. This is our
assessment and merely indicative in nature and should not be relied upon.
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ILD
volume market share

75%
NLD
volume market share

41%
This indicative data on market size has been arrived
at basis our internal analysis. This is our assessment
and merely indicative in nature and should not be relied upon.

1

SMSCs deployed for ~7 years

2

SS7 based SMS hub deployed in Singapore since 2015
provides global connectivity offering best in class quality
of service

3

Critical communication of most of the global tech giants
are processed

4

Processed 9B+ (ILD) and 160B+ (NLD) transactions in FY’21

5

Dedicated SMSC infrastructure for OTP. Processing
majority of OTP traffic in India
9

DLT
volume market share

62%

1

India - preferred DLT platform: 5/7 Telcos

2

UAE - sole DLT platform provider: 2/2 Telcos

3

200B+ transactions processed to date since
commercial launch in Sep-20

4

Empowering choices for 1B+ mobile users

5

Enterprises: 33,710
Templates: 1.47M | Preferences: 230M+

This indicative data on market size has been arrived at basis our
internal analysis. This is our assessment and merely indicative in
nature and should not be relied upon.
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1
Enterprise
revenue market share

30%+
India’s largest aggregator
This indicative data on market size has been arrived at basis our
internal analysis. This is our assessment and merely indicative in
nature and should not be relied upon.
The above market share is determined based on enterprise
revenues of Karix.

Our market share is greater than the
combined market share of the next 3
competitors

2

Choice of leaders across industry verticals

3

9/10 in Banking I E-Commerce I Government

4

8/10 in Financial Services I Information Technology

5

7/10 Healthcare I Consumer Goods I Social Media I Retail
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High growth, best-in-class margins
and free cash flow profile

4x 8x 9x

Revenues

EBITDA

PAT

1004 883 815
Gross Margin%

EBITDA%

PAT%

Basis points increase

Basis points increase

Basis points increase

in

Years
from FY2017-21

Please refer https://www.tanla.com/investors.html for more information.
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Use case driven solutions
Data privacy & security

Cloud scale , single-API, multi-channel
secured communication
Buyer: CIO/CTO

Buyer: CIO/CRO/CEO
By 2023, 75% of the world’s population will have its
personal data covered under modern privacy
regulations, up from 25% today.

By 2023, 90% of global enterprises will leverage APIenabled CPaaS offerings as a strategic IT skill set to
enhance their digital competitiveness

CPaaS

Regulatory framework to curb spam & fraud
Buyer: CIO/CRO/CEO
By 2023, 30% of CISOs’ effectiveness will be directly
measured on the role’s ability to create value for
the business

DLT

Conversational bots
Buyer: COO/CMO
Platform

Engagement

By 2023, 40% of enterprise applications will have
embedded conversational AI from below 5% today

Deep segmentation
Buyer: CIO/CMO/CDO
Organizations with great segmentation strategies
enjoyed a 10% higher profit than companies whose
segmentation wasn’t as effective over a 5-year period

AI Capabilities

Hyper personalization
Buyer: CIO/CMO/CDO

Marketing automation
Buyer: COO/CMO
Registering at a CAGR of 17.67% through the forecast
period 2021-2027

Well-executed hyper-personalization campaign can
deliver 8X ROI on marketing spends

Ecosystem
Note: Data privacy& security, cloud scale, single- API, multi channel secured communication and conversational bots: Source -Gartner-Predicts for the future of privacy
Regulatory framework, deep segmentation, hyper personalization, marketing automation: Source- Market guide for CPaaS- Deloitte, Security fundamentals-Deloitte, Connecting with meaning 2020.
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We will be the defining business communication and
customer engagement company
Innovation led strategy

Create green field opportunities, shape the future

Customer success

Our customer at the centre of everything we do

Global reach

Cloud native platform

Leading financial performance
Organic growth company

ESG

Carbon neutral by 2025
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15

16

17
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Customer Experience

Deepak Goyal
Chief Business Officer

30%+ enterprise
market share in India
with the next 3
competitors having
combined market
share below 30%

This indicative data on market size has been arrived at basis our
internal analysis. This is our assessment and merely indicative in
nature and should not be relied upon.
The above market share is determined based on enterprise revenues
of Karix.

1

7-9

2

60%

3

Marquee customers

4

1st

5

250+

out of top 10 customers from all major verticals

of total revenues contributed by 50 of our top 100
customers, retained for more than 5 years

in major verticals like BFSI, E-commerce, Retail, Social Media, IT,
DTH, Pharma, Energy, Automobile, FMCG & Govt of India

to launch mobile banking solutions in India in 2002 with ICICI bank

new customers added in FY’21
19

Established leadership position elevating experiences across
enterprises

9/10

8/10

Banking I E-Commerce I
Government I

Financial Services I
Information Technology

7/10
Healthcare I Consumer Goods
I Social Media I Retail

6/10
Utilities

20

Powering the customer journey in the digital-first world
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Use cases
Acquire

Transact

New customer acquisition

Two-factor authentication

Automate account opening

Secure banking

Customer verification including e-KYC

Notification and alerts
Conversational banking
Prevent fraud

Banking
Retain

Service

Loyalty programmes

Self-service chatbots

Cross-selling and upselling

Feedback and surveys

Location-based offers

Info-on-demand

Automate bill payments
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Use cases
Acquire

Transact

Increase website/app visitors

Provide cart reminders

Retargeting for cross-sell and upsell

Two-factor authentication

App downloads

Subscription alerts

Personalized promotions

Abandoned cart recovery

E-Commerce
Retain

Service

Driving opt-ins

Order and shipment tracking updates

Provide appless catalogues

Feedback and surveys

Schedule live / physical interactions and trials

Info-on-demand

Out of stock/ new arrival campaigns

Self service chatbots
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Use cases
Acquire

Transact

New leads from social ads

App/user registration

Retargeting for higher conversions

Two-factor authentication

App downloads

Fee notifications

Trial sign-ups

Report card / material downloads

Ed-Tech
Retain

Service

New courses and upgrades

Conversational doubt resolution

Class reminder & rescheduling

Teacher assist via live agent

Parent-teacher sync up

Info-on-demand / course catalogs

Quiz & contests

Self-service chatbots
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Use cases
Citizen outreach

Critical notifications

Mann Ki Baat

OTP

Independence Day

IT reminders

Yoga Day

GSTN

COVID-related campaigns

Vaccination drive

Government
Authentication

Information alerts

Aadhar (UIDAI)

EPF

Income tax departments

MoHFW updates

National health portal

Agriculture updates
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Organic growth engine fueled by multiple drivers

Land

Add new
customers

And Expand

Growth from
existing
deployments

Cross-sell new
products

Upsell products
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We are winning

Continuing
expansion of our
customer base

Developing deeper
and lasting
relationships

Reducing
client
concentration

Increasing
customers across
segments
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Landing larger deals
with new customers

Revenues from our new customer wins
(₹ Million)

68%

952

CAGR
FY2018 - 21

203

17-18
Consolidated increase in revenue from customers for all group
entities.
Note: Customer data complied also includes customers of Karix and
Gamooga of pre-acquisition period.

20-21
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Our large customers
have grown larger

Revenue growth from our large customers
(₹ Million)

31%

CAGR
FY 2018-21
For our customers with annual
revenue of ₹ 10M+

22,287

9,945

17-18

20-21

Consolidated increase in revenue from customers for all group entities.

Note: Customer data complied also includes customers of Karix and
Gamooga of pre-acquisition period.
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Revenue growth across
all customer segments

>₹10M - <100M

(₹ Million)

11,879

45%

CAGR
FY 2018-21
For our customers with annual
revenue of ₹ 500M+

Consolidated increase in revenue from customers for all group
entities.
Note: Customer data complied also includes customers of Karix and
Gamooga of pre acquisition period.

>₹500M

>₹100M - <500M

7,018

3,390

3,789

2,253

3,904

17-18

20-21

17-18

20-21

17-18

20-21
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(No of customers)

4x growth in count of
customers with annual
revenue of ₹500M+
in 4 years

149

>₹10M - < ₹ 100M

>₹500M

>₹100M - < ₹ 500M

105

32

83

12

customers with annual
revenue of ₹ 10M+

15
3

17-18

20-21

17-18

20-21

17-18

20-21

Consolidated increase in number of customers for all group entities

Note: Customer data complied also includes customers of Karix and
Gamooga for of acquisition period.
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Deep, lasting relationships driving growth over long periods
16-17
CAGR

17-18
18-19
19-20

19%

254%
128%
143%
16-17

17-18

18-19

Note: Represents revenue from our active customers grouped by cohorts based on the year when each customer account cohort originated.
Cohorts of 16-17 also includes customers acquired during prior periods
Customer data complied also includes customers of Karix and Gamooga for pre acquisition period.

19-20

20-21
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In summary, our future success will be driven by four levers

Innovative and
unique platforms

Domain-led
solutions

Expanding client
footprint

Strong growth in Indian
and global market
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Financial Overview
and ESG
Aravind Viswanathan
Chief Financial Officer

YoY Revenue

4X of revenues in 5
years driven by our
strategic choices

(₹ Million)

23,415

42%

19,428

CAGR
FY 2017-21

10,040
7,916
5,793

Please refer https://www.tanla.com/investors.html for more information

16-17

17-18

18-19

19-20

20-21
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Laser focus on platforms
and products drives
gross margin

62%

YoY gross margin and margin %

15%

12%

14%

25%

5,777

3,911

CAGR
FY 2017-21

Please refer https://www.tanla.com/investors.html for more information

20%

(₹ Million)

848

961

16-17

17-18

1,433

18-19

19-20

20-21
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Gross margin contribution

Platform business gross
margin contribution
increased to 24% in FY’21

80%
YoY growth for platform
business gross margin

Enterprise business

5,777

Platform business

+48%

3,911
4,400

3,145

766
19-20
Enterprise business segment refers to usage
based revenue, where cost of services is
incurred towards fee paid to service providers
such as carriers and other network providers.

1,377
20-21
Platform business segment refers to all nonusage based revenue generated from “Platform
as a service offering” where only cloud and
hosting charges is a direct charge on revenue
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Financial discipline and
platform strategy driving
structural EBITDA expansion

67%

YoY EBITDA and margin %
(₹ Million)

10%

8%

10%

10%

19%

4,335

CAGR
FY 2017-21

1,850
561

652

16-17

17-18

967

18-19

19-20

20-21

Please refer https://www.tanla.com/investors.html for more information
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Stellar net profit growth

72%

Net profit and margin %
(₹ Million)

7%

2%

15%

3%
-11%

3,561

CAGR
FY 2017-21

409

191

298

(2112)
Note: In FY’20, there was an impact of accelerated deprecation and impairment of
goodwill.

16-17

17-18

18-19

19-20

20-21

Please refer https://www.tanla.com/investors.html for more information
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Strong cash flow generation
driven by focus on quality of
revenues

67%

YoY operating cash flow and cash conversion
(₹ Million)

128%

50%

129%

129%

-31%

5,610

CAGR
FY 2017-21

2,392
716

323
(304)

16-17

17-18

18-19

19-20

20-21

Please refer https://www.tanla.com/investors.html for more information
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Strong
balance
sheet

Please refer https://www.tanla.com/investors.html for
more information

1

₹ 8,931 million

2

₹ 5,841 million

3

129%

4

₹ (217) million

5

Zero debt company

Strong reserves and surplus

Robust build up of cash and cash equivalents

ROCE (excluding cash and cash equivalents)

Negative working capital (excluding cash and cash equivalents)
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Key initiatives

Key focus
areas

ESG pillars

Environmental Social and Governance
Environmental

Social

Governance

Resource sustainability

Equal opportunity

Integrity in conduct

Creating resource efficiency for a
greener and cleaner tomorrow

Climate and
energy

Focus on green
cover

Net carbon neutral by 2025
Publish sustainability report
Target to plant 25,000 trees in next
two years

Make work more equitable and
rewarding for people

Diversity &
Skill
development Inclusion

Community
development

Empower the future work force
Cultivate diversity and inclusion
Community development- Improve
academic competencies among
students

Governance risk and compliance
integrated into our business model

Transparency

Data security
and privacy

Continuous focus on governance,
disclosure and transparency
Alignment of corporate values and
business goals
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In Summary

1

Committed to driving sustainable profitable growth

2

Make disciplined investments to create differentiation

3

Address global markets

4

Continue to focus on maintaining a strong balance sheet

5

ESG as a way of life
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Appendix
Particulars

(₹ Million)

16-17

17-18

18-19

19-20

20-21

107

112

116

146

136

Other equity

6,456

6,764

7,140

6,871

8,795

Total equity

6,563

6,876

7,255

7,017

8,931

3.81

1.70

2.58

(14.77)

25.27

32.30

40.60

60.60

-

* 271.80

-

-

598.82

-

-

61.06

61.17

62.75

48.07

65.65

Share capital

Earnings per share ₹
Total dividend paid
Debts
Book value per share ₹

Note: For FY’21, the board has approved the final dividend of Rs1/- per share subject to
shareholder’s approval.
Please refer https://www.tanla.com/investors.html for more information
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Glossary
TAM

Total addressable market

SMSC

Short messaging service center

NLD

National long distance

ILD

International long distance

SS7

Signalling system No 7

TPS

Transactions per second
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